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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

This  paper  proposes  a  text-based  data  hiding  method  to  insert  external  information  into  Microsoft  Word
document.  First,  the  drawback  of  low  embedding  efficiency  in  the  existing  text-based  data  hiding  meth-
ods is  addressed,  and  a simple  attack,  DASH,  is  proposed  to  reveal  the  information  inserted  by  the  existing
text-based  data  hiding  methods.  Then,  a  new  data  hiding  method,  UniSpaCh,  is  proposed  to  counter  DASH.
The characteristics  of  Unicode  space  characters  with  respect  to  embedding  efficiency  and  DASH  are  ana-
lyzed,  and  the selected  Unicode  space  characters  are  inserted  into  inter-sentence,  inter-word,  end-of-line
and inter-paragraph  spacings  to  encode  external  information  while  improving  embedding  efficiency  and
imperceptivity  of  the embedded  information.  UniSpaCh  is  also  reversible  where  the  embedded  infor-
ASH
ata hiding
nicode character
pace manipulation

mation  can  be  removed  to  completely  reconstruct  the  original  Microsoft  Word  document.  Experiments
were  carried  out  to  verify  the  performance  of UniSpaCh  as  well  as  comparing  it to the  existing  space-
manipulating  data  hiding  methods.  Results  suggest  that  UniSpaCh  offers  higher  embedding  efficiency
while  exhibiting  higher  imperceptivity  of white  space  manipulation  when  compared  to  the  existing
methods  considered.  In the  best  case  scenario,  UniSpaCh  produces  output  document  of  size  almost  9
times  smaller  than  that  of  the  existing  method.
. Introduction

Data hiding is the art and science of inserting payload (external
nformation) into a host content (Wu and Liu, 2002). Earlier infor-

ation hiding methods merely embed payload into a cover (e.g.,
ext document, image and audio), and in recent years, specialized
ata hiding methods are proposed to serve specific purposes. For

nstance, in steganography, the cover content is carefully manipu-
ated to encode payload while aiming to conceal the very existence
f the encoded information. In application of watermarking, copy-
ight information of a content is inserted into the content itself
o claim ownership in case of a dispute. Other applications include
nnotation, indexing, error correction, etc. where more information
ould be found in Katzenbeisser and Petitcolas (2000).

Although various multimedia contents are utilized as the host
o embed payload in recent years (Wu and Liu, 2002; Xuan et al.,
007), text documents remain to be an important choice of host
ue to its ubiquitous existence in the digital domain. Rightly or
rongly, many data hiding methods (Atallah et al., 2001; Topkara
t al., 2005) are used for document tracking or copyright protec-
ion. Others are used for authentication (Atallah et al., 2003), and
ecently, for steganography (Gutub and Fattani, 2007; Liu and Tsai,
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2007; Por et al., 2008). Loosely speaking, text-based data hiding
method in the digital domain can be divided into semagrams and
open codes (Kessler, 2004). Semagram embeds payload by means
of changing the appearance of the host-text such as adding extra
spaces or tabs while using some pre-defined data representation
(e.g., one space character →’0’ and two space characters → ‘1’).
The open space method proposed by Bender et al. (1996) is one
of the earliest instance of text semagrams. Here, the secret mes-
sage is encoded by manipulating white spaces in a document in
which case inter-sentence, inter-word and end-of-line spacings
are considered. Other semagram approaches could be found at Por
et al. (2008), Khairullah (2009),  Kwan (2006),  wbStego (2004) and
Chotikakamthorn (1998).

Obviously, one can also treat text document as image where
the existing image processing based data hiding methods can be
readily applied (Yu et al., 2005). Nevertheless, there are meth-
ods that manipulate space in a document image, at pixel level,
to embed information and they are robust against the print and
scan processes. For example, He et al. (2009) divide texts into N × N
blocks where N is an integer and for each block, they consider the
ratio of black pixel to total number of pixels in a block as the char-
acteristic value. These characteristic values (N × N altogether) are
transformed into the frequency domain using two dimensional dis-

crete cosine transformation. The authors found that the processes
of printing then scanning will only increase the DC value while
the AC values remain mostly unchanged and hence high frequency
components are modified to embed payload. On the other hand, Zou
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wbStego4open utilizes the mixture of inter-sentence spacing
076 L.Y. Por et al. / The Journal of Syste

nd Shi (2005) divide a row of texts in two sets of word (say �A and
B) so that the sum of inter-word spaces (i.e., the number of pix-
ls between two consecutive words) in both sets is approximately
he same. Inter-word spaces in each set are either contracted or
xpanded such that certain conditions are satisfied to encode infor-
ation. That is, |�A| > |�B| + � is imposed to embed ‘0’, and vice

ersa, where |�B| is the total number of inter-word spaces in set �B

nd � > 0. Culnane et al. (2006) further improve this work by using
ulti-set modulation technique to achieve higher carrier capacity.
On the other hand, open codes rely heavily on the pre-defined

xtraction/decoding method. Basically, a paragraph is prepared in a
ay so that it appears to be innocuous to visual attack. The embed-
ed secret message is only revealed when the grille/template is
uperimposed on the paragraph to mask out texts used merely for
amouflaging purposes. A classical example of open codes (i.e., null
ipher) is as follows:

Apparently neutral’s protest is thoroughly discounted and
ignored. Isman hard hit. Blockade issue affects pretext for
embargo on by-products, ejecting suets and vegetable oils
(Johnson and Jajodia, 1998).

hen the second letter is extracted from each word, it reveals the
essage of Pershing sails from NY June 1.
In addition to semagram and open codes, NLP (natural language

rocessing) is also an important branch of data hiding in the text
omain. Probabilistic context-free grammar, synonym substitu-
ion, natural language generation, text paraphrasing, and sentence
ree structure manipulation are some of the common techniques
n NLP-based data embedding (Topkara et al., 2005). For example,
ynonym substitution methods are proposed to embed payload by
eplacing words which have similar meaning (Calvo and Bolshakov,
004; Topkara et al., 2006). Abbreviation of word (e.g., ‘i.e.’) or
hrase and its corresponding unabridged version (e.g., ‘that is’)
re considered in pair to embed information (Shirali-Shahreza and
hirali-Shahreza, 2007). Sentence structure manipulation method
uch as shifting the location of the noun and verb was  proposed
y Murphy and Vogel (2007) to embed payload. Later, Atallah et al.
2003) proposed semantic transformation method to embed data
y adding or removing repeated information of a particular con-
ent. Hybrids of the aforementioned methods are also proposed
nd more information could be found at Nakagawa et al. (2001),
iimi et al. (2003),  Bergmair (2004),  Bergmair and Katzenbeisser

2004, 2007) and Chand and Orgun (2006).  Interesting ways of
elating image watermarking to NLP watermarking are presented
y Topkara et al. (2005).  Recently, the ‘change tracking’ feature in
ord processor is exploited to encode payload. In particular, Liu

nd Tsai (2007) mimic  the product of a collaborative writing effort.
n the mimicking process, a Microsoft Word document is degener-
ted to form the draft of itself, and the degenerated document is
anipulated to embed information, faking that another author is

diting the document.
In this paper, we focus on data hiding method based on

pace character manipulation (i.e., open space method). A novel
ext-based data hiding method UniSpaCh is proposed to embed
nformation in Microsoft Word document using Unicode space
haracters. Microsoft Word document is considered as the host
ecause 80% of the enterprise customers are using Microsoft Office
or worker productivity and collaboration (Montalbano, 2009). In
ddition, white spaces are considered to encode payload because
hey appear throughout the document (i.e., available in large num-
er), and the manipulation of white spaces has insignificant effect
o the visual appearance of document. UniSpaCh embeds payload
nto inter-sentence, inter-word, end-of-line and inter-paragraph
pacings by introducing Unicode space characters. Experiments

re carried out to verify the performance of UniSpaCh as well as
omparing it to the existing text-based data hiding methods.
Fig. 1. Illustration of inter-word spacing, inter-sentence spacing, EOL (end-of-line)
spacing and inter-paragraph spacing.

2. Related tools

For the rest of the discussion, let inter-sentence spacing denotes
the spacing between two  consecutive sentences (including those
separated by comma), and let inter-word spacing denotes the spac-
ing between two  consecutive words. Also, let end-of-line spacing
refers to the remaining spaces of a line after the terminating
character (e.g., period, semicolon) that follows the last word in a
paragraph. The empty line between two  consecutive paragraphs is
referred to as inter-paragraph spacing. The aforementioned spacings
are illustrated in Fig. 1. Define embedding efficiency as the ratio of
number of embedded bits to output filesize.  The following subsections
briefly describe the existing open space data hiding methods that
exploit the aforementioned spacings to encode payload. Note that
there are other existing methods that hide payload directly into the
header of a document/text file, using different feature encodings
(e.g., color, shape, size), etc. but they are not categorized as open
space data hiding method where white space is the only entity con-
sidered and manipulated to encode the payload. Hence, we only
consider methods where encoding and decoding of the payload
take place directly in the text document without pre-processing
such as document-to-image conversion.

2.1. SNOW: encode as space

SNOW is a steganographic tool developed by Kwan (2006)
where the payload is concealed by appending white space charac-
ters at end-of-line spacing. A character from the message is encoded
as a triplet of bits and embedded by introducing 0–7 spaces (Por
et al., 2008; Kwan, 2006). Here, the tab space character is intro-
duced to delimit the triplet-bits. For the same output document
file size, SNOW offers higher carrier capacity than Bender’s meth-
ods (Bender et al., 1996). When the cover text is too short to host
the entire payload, SNOW embeds the remaining payload at the
end of the cover text by using end-of-line spacing.

2.2. Spacemimic

Spacemimic considers the end-of-line spacing and inter-
paragraph spacing to embed payload (McKellar, 2000). Spacemimic
utilizes a single white space character to represent ‘0’ and a tab
space character to represent ‘1’. Similar to SNOW,  end-of-line
spacing/inter-paragraph spacing is utilized to host the remaining
payload.

2.3. wbStego4open
and inter-word spacing to embed payload. White space character
is substituted by an encoding value of 0x00 to embed ‘1’, or an
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Table 1
Unicode space characters.

Code Name

U+0020 Space
U+00A0 No-Break Space
U+1680 Ogham Space Mark
U+180E Mongolian Vowel Separator
U+2000 En Quad
U+2001 Em Quad
U+2002 En Space
U+2003 Em Space
U+2004 Three-Per-Em Space
U+2005 Four-Per-Em Space
U+2006 Six-Per-Em Space
U+2007 Figure Space
U+2008 Punctuation Space
U+2009 Thin Space
U+200A Hair Space
U+202F Narrow No-Break Space
U+205F Medium Mathematical Space
L.Y. Por et al. / The Journal of Syste

ncoding value of 0x20 to embed ‘0’ (Murphy, 2001). In terms of
apacity, wbStego4open is able to embed more information when
ompared to SNOW (with an average of 1 bit per eight bytes of
over-text) if size of the output document is limited to some con-
tant. Unlike SNOW, wbStego4open ensures that the cover-text
s long enough to host the entire payload before the embedding
rocess takes place.

.4. WhiteSteg

Por et al. (2008) invented WhiteSteg that embeds secret message
y using the mixture of both inter-word spacing and inter-
aragraph spacing. A single white space character denotes ‘0’ and
wo white space characters denote ‘1’ of the message. When a cover
ext is not long enough to host the payload, texts from the original
over document will be copied and appended to the output docu-
ent, word by word, until there are just enough texts to host the

ayload.
To fully utilize the white spaces in a document, tab characters are

ppended to the end of a sentence or between paragraphs as delim-
ters to ensure that the number of spaces introduced can be counted
orrectly, which leads to successful decoding of the embedded
ayload. When limiting the output document size to a constant,
hiteSteg offers higher embedding capacity when compared to

NOW, wbStego4Open, as well as Spacemimic.

. Drawbacks of existing methods and dot and arrow attack
DASH)

Although payload can be embedded using white spaces, the
forementioned tools/approaches require sufficiently large cover-
ocument to hide merely a few bits of the payload. This is attributed
o the dependency of carrier capacity on the number of available
hite spaces in the document. For instance, WhiteSteg (Por et al.,

008) can merely host approximately ∼13 bits of the payload in
n empty line (i.e., inter-paragraph spacing) using 12pt font size
f Courier New, which is not viable to conceal a relatively large
mount of payload.

In addition, since all space manipulating data hiding methods
ntroduce new spaces (i.e., space character and/or tab space char-
cter) into the cover document, irregular space count between
ords/sentences or awkward appearance of tab raises suspicion.

f one marks the space character by a rarely utilized symbol and
he tab character by another symbol, the existence of embedded
ayload in the document is instantly revealed. We  name this sim-
le visual attack as DASH (dot and arrow show/hide). In particular,
ince most of the word processors are equipped with the “show
r hide formatting marks” (Microsoft Words© 2007) or “format-
ing aids page” (OpenOffice Writer) feature, we can use this feature
o screen for manipulated documents and attempt to extract the
mbedded information in case a document is deemed suspicious.
n the case of Microsoft Word and Writer, a space is denoted by ‘·’
nd a tab is represented by ‘→’. Therefore, one just needs to observe
he frequency of ‘·’ and ‘→’ as well as the location at which they
ppear. Moreover, if a document is deemed suspicious, the informa-
ion embedded by the existing methods considered can be readily
ecoded because simple data representation scheme (i.e., one space

 ‘0’ and two spaces → ‘1’ or the opposite) is utilized. Fig. 2 shows
he formatting marks in Microsoft Word 2007 for document manip-
lated by SNOW, Spacemimic, wbStego4Open and WhiteSteg. In
ll four cases, the spaces or tabs introduced are clearly visible, sug-

esting that the documents are manipulated. Fig. 2(b) shows that
bStego4Open also introduces other character (i.e., Unicode char-

cter of ÿ)  in addition to the ordinary space, which motivated our
ata hiding method using Unicode space characters.
U+3000 Ideographic Space

4. Unicode space character-based data hiding (UniSpaCh)

Similar to the existing data hiding methods (Por et al.,
2008; Kwan, 2006; wbStego, 2004; McKellar, 2000), our method
UniSpaCh considers the mixture of inter-sentence, inter-word, end-
of-line and inter-paragraph spacings to embed information into
Microsoft Word document. However, to withstand DASH attack
while aiming to increase embedding efficiency, different set of
Unicode space characters is utilized, depending on the type of spac-
ing. In general, there are 18 space characters in Unicode Standard
Version 5.2 (Allen et al., 2009) and they are tabulated in Table 1.
After a simple verification with the show/hide formatting marks
feature in Microsoft Word 2007 running on several versions of
Microsoft Windows, we conclude that only eight Unicode space
characters, namely, En Quad, Em Quad, Three-Per-Em, Six-Per-Em,
Figure, Punctuation, Thin and Hair, are suitable for data hiding. In
this context, a space is said to be suitable for data hiding if it appears
as an imperceptible space (i.e., without any mark/sign indicating its
existence) with respect to DASH. The rest of the ten Unicode space
characters are inevitably revealed as square or degree symbol under
DASH attack.

The relative spacing/width occupied by the eight selected Uni-
code space characters are shown in Fig. 3. The results suggest that
there are space characters (e.g., Em Quad) that occupy larger width
than that of the ordinary space character, and vice versa (e.g., Hair).
For that, these characters will be utilized differently, depending on
the type of spacing under consideration. In particular, the spac-
ings in a Microsoft Word document are classified into two groups,
namely (A) inter-words spacing and inter-sentence spacing, and
(B) end-of-line and inter-paragraph spacing. For Group A, if the
ordinary space characters are replaced by any of the selected eight
Unicode space characters (to encode 3 bits of information since
there are 8 of them), the distance between two words or two  sen-
tences is either too wide or too narrow, which raises suspicion. In
addition, since the Unicode space characters will not appear as ‘·’
nor any other symbols (i.e., invisible) under DASH, it will also raises
suspicion. Therefore, instead of the simple replacement approach,
three Unicode space characters that occupy the smallest width are
selected and combined with the ordinary space character to encode
payload in segments of 2 bits. An example of the data represen-
tation scheme is shown in Fig. 4 in which case their order could
be permuted using secret key to further complicates unauthorized

decoding of the embedded information. The corresponding combi-
nation of ordinary space and Unicode space character will be chosen
depending on the information to be embedded.
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Fig. 2. Space character ‘·’ and tab character ‘→’  are revealed by using “show/hide formatting marks” feature in Microsoft Word 2007.
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Fig. 3. Ordinary space character and Unicode space characters that are invisib

For Group B, if the ordinary space characters and tabs are utilized
n combination to encode payload (as in WhiteSteg, Por et al., 2008;
NOW, Kwan, 2006; Spacemimic, McKellar, 2000), existence of the
mbedded information is immediately revealed using DASH. To
void the appearance of ‘·’ and ‘→’, we may  utilize all eight selected
nicode space characters to embed 3 bits for every space consid-
red. However, some Unicode space characters occupy larger width
han others, the choice of Unicode space characters will affect the
ctual carrier capacity. For that, a simple analysis on two cases is
erformed. In case (i), all eight Unicode space characters are consid-

red where each character encodes a three-bit sequence. In case (ii),
he four Unicode space characters that occupy the smallest width,
amely Hair Space, Six-Per-Em Space, Punctuation Space and Thin

Symbol SequenceCombination 

00 Normal 

01 Thin + Normal 

10 Six-Per-Em + Normal 

11 Hair + Normal 

ig. 4. Representation scheme for inter-word spacing and inter-sentence spacing
Group A).
h respect to the show/hide formatting marks feature in Microsoft Word 2007.

Space, are considered where each space character encodes a two-
bit sequence. A random sequence of zeros and ones are embedded
using case (i) into an inter-paragraph line until the entire line is
occupied, and the number of Unicode space characters introduced
is counted. These procedures are repeated using case (ii). The results
reveal that ∼105 and ∼287 Unicode space characters can be fitted
into an inter-paragraph line in case (i) and case (ii), respectively.
In other words, when using case (i), ∼315 bits are embeddable
into an inter-paragraph line and using case (ii), ∼574 bits can be
embedded into the same line. Therefore, case (ii), i.e., Hair Space,

Six-Per-Em Space, Punctuation Space and Thin Space, are utilized
for data embedding in UniSpaCh for handling Group B. An example
of the external data representation scheme is shown in Fig. 5.

Sequence Characters Symbol 

00 Hair 

01 Six-Per-Em 

10 Punctuation 

11 Thin 

Fig. 5. Representation scheme for end-of-line and inter-paragraph spacings (Group
B).
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is verified. Fig. 7 shows an output example of Microsoft Word
document manipulated by UniSpaCh. Here, the show/hide format-
ting marks are turned on to mark the ordinary space and tab as
‘·’ and ‘→’, respectively. It is observed that there is no awkward
ig. 6. Output example of UniSpaCh with the Unicode space characters color-coded.

. Discussions

Fig. 6 shows an output example of Microsoft Word
ocument manipulated by UniSpaCh, with the Unicode space
haracters color-coded. Unlike the existing text-based data
mbedding methods that reveal the existence of the inserted
nformation when analyzed by DASH, output product of UniS-
aCh does not show traces of manipulation such as awkward

·’ or ‘→’  throughout the document. Furthermore, in the case of
bStego4Open, ÿ appears at awkward locations when analyzed

y DASH because the encoding value of 0x00 is utilized to store
1’. Even if the existence of embedded information is known to an
ttacker, UniSpaCh is more robust against unauthorized decoding
f the embedded information. This is because UniSpaCh encodes
wo bits per combination as shown in Figs. 4 and 5.

Theoretically, UniSpaCh is able to achieve higher embedding
fficiency when compared to the existing methods. Here, we con-
ider the unit of bps (bits embedded per space introduced). For
pacings in Group A, the existing methods encode, on average,
/1 = 2 bps since P(w = ‘0’) = P(w = ‘1’) = 0.5 and space is only

ntroduced when w = 1. In UniSpaCh, since 3 combinations out of 4
refer to Fig. 4) introduce a Unicode space character, it encodes, on
verage, 2/0.75 ∼ 2.67 bps, which is higher than that of the exist-
ng methods. For spacing in Group B, the existing methods use tab
s the delimiting character to separate sequence of space charac-
ers, which significantly reduces the number of space characters
hat can be put into a line. On the other hand, instead of using tab
hich occupies large space (i.e., width) in a line, UniSpaCh uses
air Space, Six-Per-Em Space, Punctuation Space and Thin Space in
hich case each of them occupies a smaller width than that of an

rdinary space character. In addition, each Unicode space character
n UniSpaCh encodes 2 bits of the payload. Therefore, for a given text
ocument (without repeatedly copying and appending), we expect
niSpaCh to offer higher embedding capacity when compared to

he existing methods considered.
Next, we do not deny that there is a possibility that the exis-

ence of the payload (hidden by using UniSpaCh) can be detected
f someone launches statistical analysis aiming only at Unicode
haracters. However, there are many technical challenges to auto-
ate an attack because such an attack must be able to discriminate

pen space data hiding method from other approaches such as
LP, feature manipulation and header modification. Also, the auto-
ated attack must be able to parse the suspicious document

e.g., Microsoft Word, OpenOffice Write, iWork Pages) correctly
or further analysis, which is even more difficult especially when
he embedding rate is low. In case the algorithm overcomes the
forementioned obstacles and attempts to extract the embedded
nformation, it is not straight forward either because the payload
an embedded by using encoding format such as binary, hexadec-
mal and ASCII. Nevertheless, to prevent the hidden information
rom being extracted by unauthorized viewer or attacker, there are
t least two approaches, namely:
. mapping function – the association of message bits shown in
Figs. 4 and 5 can be changed periodically or non-periodically
using a secret key (i.e., seed to the pseudo-random number
generator) to further complicate unauthorized extraction of the
d Software 85 (2012) 1075– 1082 1079

embedded information. In particular, one of the 4 ! = 24 map-
pings can be utilized for encoding/decoding the payload for some
fixed or variable length of the message, and then a different
mapping is applied.

2. extra security layer – the payload is encrypted (say using AES or
DES) prior to data embedding. For such implementation, even if
the encrypted bits are revealed, the attacker still needs to crack
the encryption layer.

Last but not least, since this is a preliminary study of UniSpaCh
and its performance, we  consider visual inspection as the repre-
sentative attack. The visual attack DASH is proposed because it can
be carried out using the built-in function of any recent word pro-
cessing software. The human visual system is trained to recognize
known entities and hence this ability is exploited for visual attacks
(Westfeld and Pfitzmann, 1999). In open space information hiding
method, robustness against visual attack is the first issue that needs
to be addressed, analog to visual inspection in image based data
hiding method. An open space data hiding method is considered
vulnerable to visual attack if one can, by naked eyes, determine the
existence of payload embedded within the document in question.
Since “show or hide formatting marks” (MicrosoftWords© 2007) or
“formatting aids page” (OpenOffice Writer) are readily available at
a few mouse clicks, even a layman can carry out the proposed DASH
attack. Thus, an attacker can screen for manipulated documents and
attempt to extract the embedded information. For that, we focus on
countering the proposed visual attack DASH. The investigation on
securing the payload from other attacks such as automated statis-
tical analysis will be considered as part of our future work.

6. Experiments

First, it is verified that the payload inserted by the proposed
method UniSpaCh can be entirely decoded. The inserted Unicode
space characters could be removed to completely reconstruct the
original document, and hence the reversible functionality is ver-
ified. To the best of our knowledge, all text-based data hiding
methods using open space are limited to SNOW, Spacemimic,
wbStego4Open, and WhiteSteg. Since the proposed method UniS-
paCh can achieve both encoding and decoding of payload directly
with the text document, to have a fair comparison, we only consid-
ered existing methods that offer the same features. Other methods
such as Chen et al. (2006) that require text-to-image conversion for
encoding/decoding of payload (but not in the text document itself)
is not considered in this context.

Secondly, the robustness of UniSpaCh with respect to DASH
Fig. 7. Output of UniSpaCh after data embedding, with “show/hide formatting
marks” feature turned on.
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Table 2
Output document file size for various types of cover [kB].

Payload T1 T2 T3 R1 R2 R3 S1 S2 S3

1 8 8 8 9 8 8 8 8 8
2 13 17 14 15  14 13 14 14 13
4 25  34 25 29 26 25 25 25 26
8  46 58 47 54 50 47 49 49 47

16 89  104 88 96 95 88 95 95 95
32  163 186 164 178 175 162 178 176 174
64  308 342 313 340 327 303 330 333 331

128  611 670 615 663 640 590 642 652 657
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256 1198 1292 1197 1310
512  2369 2552 2373 2584 

1024 4691 5061 4719 5129 

ppearance of ‘·’ or ‘→’  in Fig. 7, which suggests imperceptibil-
ty of the embedded information. On the other hand, existence
f the embedded message is immediately revealed in the case of
NOW, Spacemimic, wbStego4Open and WhiteSteg as shown in
ig. 2. Therefore, we conclude that the proposed UniSpaCh is of
igher robustness against DASH when compared to the existing
ata hiding methods considered.

Next, we consider the embedding efficiency of the existing
ethods and UniSpach. Random texts of size 1, 2, 4, . . .,  1024 kB are

tilized as the payload and embedded into the story The Romance of
hree Kingdom (Nguyen, 1997) stored in Microsoft Word document
ormat using the existing methods and the proposed UniSpaCh.

ere, to clearly evaluate the embedding efficiency of the proposed
niSpaCh, all methods considered are programmed to output just
nough cover text (i.e., copied from the input Microsoft Word

Fig. 8. Results of output docume
1269 1171 1270 1299 1324
2500 2307 2504 2564 2617
4964 4582 4996 5087 5190

document, with repetition when necessary) to embed the payload.
1024 kB is set as the upper limit because Spacemimic fails to han-
dle any payload of size greater than 1024 kB. The results are shown
in Fig. 8. In general, the output document size of each method
increases exponentially as the payload size doubles. Regardless of
the size of the payload, UniSpaCh always produces output doc-
ument of the smallest file size, followed by WhiteSteg, SNOW,
Spacemimic and wbStego4Open. Results suggest that, on average,
WhiteSteg, SNOW, Spammmic and wbStego4open produce out-
put document of size ∼171% , ∼ 452 % , ∼ 512 % and ∼729% larger
than that of UniSpaCh, respectively, when embedding the same
amount of information. This trend becomes more obvious when

the payload increases to more than 128 kB. In the best case scenario,
UniSpaCh produces output document of size almost 9 times smaller
than that of the existing method. Similar results are observed when

nt file size vs payload size.
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indows Media Video and JPEG files are utilized as the payload.1

hese results suggest two conclusions; (a) for a given cover docu-
ent (without copying and appending), UniSpach is able to host
ore information in terms of raw bit count; and (b) UniSpaCh

auses the smallest file size increment when embedding the same
mount of information.

Last but not least, we investigate the influence of document con-
ent in embedding efficiency for UniSpaCh. Microsoft documents
toring thesis (Ti), technical reports (Ri) and stories (Si) are utilized
s the cover for i ∈ {1, 2, 3}. Again, random texts of size 1, 2, 4,

 . .,  1024 kB are considered as the payload and UniSpaCh outputs
ust enough cover text to embed the payload. Table 2 records the
esult for embedding payload of various sizes into different types of
ocument. For any payload size, the results suggest that the output
ocument are of similar file sizes, with fluctuation of ∼5.8% on aver-
ge. Nevertheless, in most cases, R3 results in the smallest output
le size for all sizes of payload. We  conclude that the embedding
fficiency of UniSpaCh is consistent regardless of content of the host
ocument.

. Conclusions

A text-based data hiding method called UniSpaCh
as proposed to embed payload into Microsoft Word
ocument. A simple attack based on the show/hide format-
ing mark named DASH was proposed to reveal the existence of
mbedded information in the conventional methods. Unicode
pace characters that remained invisible with respect to DASH
ere utilized together with the ordinary space character to

ncode payload using inter-word, inter-sentence, end-of-line and
aragraph spacings. Results confirmed that UniSpaCh is robust
ith respect to DASH attack while the existence of externally

mbedded information was instantly revealed in the case of
he conventional methods. UniSpaCh offers higher embedding
fficiency when compared to the existing methods. In the best case
cenario, UniSpaCh produces output document of size almost 9
imes smaller than that of the existing method. Results confirmed
hat content of the cover document has insignificant influence on
mbedding efficiency of UniSpaCh.

As future work, we want to further improve the embedding
fficiency and imperceptibility of the embedded information with-
ut sacrificing carrier capacity. We  also want to utilize Unicode
haracters to hide information in other domains, and investigate
he robustness of UniSpaCh against statistical attack targetting on
nicode characters.
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